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Attic Ventilation Model
T.W. Fore¡t1 P.Eng.
lfe¡¡bcr ^Sf¡n^E

ABSTRACl

An attic ventilation model has been devel'oped based on

ventilation rates

o sePhrqte 
^Ítics

Years. One attic

hul no inteilionnl openings arú correspondingly low

v,entilaion rates, while the second. attic had sofit arú' roof

vnts and high ventitation rates. The model predíaions

showed reasonably good agreement with the measurd data,

paniculørly the deperúence of ventilation rate on wind

speed and wi¡ú direction-

Tl{TRODUgTIOX

The attics of most residential houses are enclosed

spaces that are generally well insulated from the interior
conditioned portion of the house. lilith the high levels of
ceiling insulation that are now quite common' the attic

space is zubjected to extreme cold during winter and heat

cluring summer. In addition to the large temperature swmgs

that can occur in an attic, any moisture that enÞrs, either

by exfiltration of humid indoor air into the attic or by

external rain or snow infiltration, can accumulate and cause

problems, such as structural deterioration of wood trusses

and roof sheathing and growth of microorganisms.Building
cocles have recognized these potential problems and require

some meåns of providing ventilation of attics with outdoor
air. The standard code specification is a total attic vent area

equal to l/300th of the attic floor ares. Several questions

arise from this code requirement: (1) How much ventilation
is provided by these vent openings? (2) Do certain vent

configuratioos provide more ventilation than others? (3) Is
there an optimum level of ventilation ûo control temperature

and moisture in attics? The code provides no answers to

these questions.
Oue avenue of approach has been the development of

mathematical models to simulate the thermal and moisture
dynamics in attics. Examples of models for simulating the
thermal performance of attics are those developed by
Wilkes (1989, 1991), which include a ventilation model;
Abrantes (1985); and Peavy (19?9). Simulations of attic
moisture performance have been developed by Gorman
(1987), Ford (1982), and Burch and Luna (1980); the

I.S.lV¡lker

moisture models, of necessity, incorporated thermal models

of the attic since the mass transfer Processes associated with

moisture flows are dependent on the thermal balance within

the attic. In most of these models, the attic ventilation rate

is either specified as I us€r input or a^s empirical data' Since

the therm¡l and moisture models are dependent on ven-

tilation rates, the.se models by themselves are somewhat

linited when used to simulate thp seasonal performance of

an attic. Generally, the variation of ventilation rate with

wind speed and wind direction for a particular attic is not

available, and only rough estimates of ventilation rates have

been used.
The current study was undertaken to develop an attic

ventilation model and to verify the model with sufficient

field data on well-characterized attics. The ventilation model

mass flow of air (induced bY stack

and out of an attic.The model is

intentional oPenings in the attic,

vents, &s well as unintentional

leakage, such as small cracks and holes associated with attic

construction. Model predictions were compared with

ventilation rates that were measured in two separate

attics-one with no intentional vent openings and the other -
with soffits and two flush-mounted roof vents' Given the

scatter in the measured data, the predicted ventilation rates

showed reasonably good agreement with measured data'

The model was able to predict the measured dependence of

ventilation rates on wind speed and wind direction' The

ultimate objective of this work will be to integrate this

ventilation model with the available attic thermal and

moisture models.

ATTIC VE¡ì|TIL/\TION MODEL

Prediction of attic ventilation rates is ba^sed on an

airflow m¿ss balance of the enclosed attic volume' The key

ventilation rate predictions are to be compared with hourly

averaged measurements, tbe last assumption is justified'

Consider a leakage site located on the outer envelope

of an enclosed attic sPace' as shown in Figure 1' The

pressure difference across this leakage site is a combination

òf th" rt 
"k- 

and wind-induced pressure differences and can

be expressed as

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
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Schenutic of gablc-erú attic showing num-

bered sequence for attic sudaces.

Wind Pre¡¡r¡rre Goettíolent¡

Since the principal driving force for attic ventilation is

wind-induced Pressure on the attic, it is important that the

Liddament (1986). For wind directions norm¡l ûo the roof

ridge, the pressure coefficients on the upwind and down-

wind sloped roof sections, Co(l) nd Cf2) (ttutd T
surfaces ! and 2, respectively, in Figure 1)' are glven rn

Table 1. For low sloped roofs, the Pressure coefficients

have negative values, which implias that the entire roof

surfacs is within a separated flow region. For higher sloped

roofs, airflow is attached !o the upwind section, giving

positive pressure coefficients while flow separation occurs

at the roof ridge. V/hen the wind direction changes by 90"

so that flow is parallel to the roof ridge, the preszure

coefficients on the sloped sections depend on whether the

house is isolated or is part of a row ofhouses' In this attic

model, it is assumed that for wind directions parallel to the

roof ridge, the sloped roof preszure coefficients behave in

the same way as the verticsl walls of the house' For the two

vertical sections of a house parallel to the flow (labeled as

red
for
ake

of upstream houses (V/iren 1984). From these limiting

values for C^, a harmonic trigonometric interpolation

function was ãeveloped to obtain Co values for varying

wind directions:

cr(o) = )KrotD*"rQ))cos20 
+ (co$)-cr(2))F e)

+ (c o(3)+Co1+¡)sin20 
+ (c o(3)-C o(a))sinol

2

CABLE 3

\ORTH V/IND

4
SOFFIT

GABLE 4

Figurc I

ROOF VENT

Hr

GRADE

where

N¡ = Mr"Í - 
^TIII¡ 

* APv¡Cr,f*¡ (1)

: outdoor-attic Pressure difference (defined

as positive when outdoor preszure is

grester than ettic Pressure),
: height of leakage site above grade,

: exterior wind pressure coefñcient for
leakage siûe (referenced to the wind speed

at the esve height), and
: shelter factor for leakage sito.

aPi

Hí
cp¡

s,,,i

The shelter factor is a dimensionless ratio that multiplies the

wind to account for shelter

due magninrde of S¡ is

behv comPlete shelter (i'e"
no wind pressures on the attic) and 1 referring ø no

shelter. The two factors AT" and AP, are defined as

ATP'= e-C+
APn = '-*

where

Pø : ambient air densitY,

g : gravitational constant,

U : wind speed at the eave height'

TA = attic air temPerature, and

?e : ambient air temPerature.

The term 
^P"eJ, 

tr Equation 1 is the unknown reference

outdoor-attic þi"tt,t" difference tt znro height (at grade

level) that must be calculated from the ma'ss flow rate

balance. It should be noted that the stack- and wind-induced

pressures rre not additive but interact through this unknown

reference pressure difference.

the angle between the roof section line and a line

normal to the wi¡d direction measured in a clock-

wise direction.

The effect of roof pitch, o, is contained in the factor'

F, and is defined as

¡ = 1-l("9s0)51 rt?+-t1o.or * 1 + | (cos0)5

section
should
se¡tion
the gable ends were assumed to be the same as the pressure

where

0-
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TABLE 1

Wind Pressure Coefficients on the Upwind

and Downwind Sections of Sloped Roofs
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Obstacles surrounding the attic produce a reduction in

*i"ttp""d at the buildinl due to the obstacle's wake' This

"fi""t 
ot be expressed asa wind reduction factor or shelter

factor, S,n, which varies

1 (unsheltered). The me

factors is based on & new w

""fy 
U" briefly outlined in this section' The theory and

coÁpleæ deveiopment of this technique will be the zubject

oi "i"ttn"o.i"i 
publication by V/ilson and ìùy'alker' In this

model, upwind obsøcles create a wake of mean velocity

defect.Theshelærfactorisobtainedbyprojectingthewind
i'shudort" of an upwind obstruction on a particular surface

oi " Unil¿i"g anô calculating the wind reduction at that

surface. The model also es into account the effect of

nu"r*,iog wind directions due to h¡rbulence by assuming-

a Gaussiai distribution for wind direction' An examPle of

the wind shelter function is showu in Figure 3 for the nolb

wall of one of the test houses used in the field study' The

attic ventilation model assumes that the shelter factor for the

sloped roof sections is the same as for the wall section

beneath it. In each of the figures' the shelter factors

decrease significantly for wind directions where the neigh-

boring house's in the east-west row provide shelter'

Stind Sl¡elter

where

density of ambient air-p* for inflow or p^ for

coefñcients on the vertic¿l walls of the house since the

eaves (where soffit vents can be located) were assumed to

be the same as those on the vertical wall beneath the eaves'

In the absence of any detailed measurements of these

pressure coefficients, this was the most reasonable as-

zumption. In applying these pressure coefficients in the

veniilation modJ, it was assumed that the preszure coef-

ficient on each section of the attic envelope was a constant

over that entire section' Again, lack of detailed information

on pressure coefficient distributions on a particular section

preclude's incorporation of this effect i¡ the model' Also,
such detail would make the ventilation model more complex

than it needs to be at this time.

Calcr¡t¡tion of Yentll¡tlon Flow R¡ter

Attic ventilation rates are calculated by balancing the

mass flow rate of air into and out of the attic' The output

of this calculation is the unknown'value of A'Pr¡ which

balances the inflows and outflows' The mass flow rate ot

air through leakage site i, rirr, is expressed as

rn, = p,C,A'Pl¡ (3)

Pressure Coefficients

Downwind, Cp(2)Upwind, Cp(l)

Roof
Pitch

ct,

-0.4-0.8< 100

-0.4-0.410o to 30o

-0.50.3> 30"
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Figure 3 Shetter faaorfor the northface of howes in a

row vs. wind angle.

flow coefficieut of each leak, and

flow exponent of each leak'

Note that the pressure coefficient and shelter factor are

consta¡tover the entire surface under consideration, and the

neutral height must be c¿lculated separately for esch surface

of the attic envelope. Several cåses exist, depending on the

attic-outdoor temperature difference and the neutral heigbt'

Attic-Outdoor Ternperature Difference Zero In the

limit wben there is no attic-outdoor temperature difference,

AÇ is zero and the neutral height is undefined' ln this

casl, there is no variation in pressure with height and the

flow on the particular roof surface will be in or out'

depending on ihe wind pressures. For a given pressure dif-

ference, AP, given by Equation 1, the mass flow rates are

where Croo¡refers to the flow coefficient of the particular

surface of ihe roof being considered.

Attic-Outdoor Tenrperature Difference Not Zero ln

this case, the pressure varies with height, h (measured

relative to grade), which implies that the airflow varies over

the surface of interest. The incremental ma'ss flow rate, drh'

over height, dh, of the surface is

dñ(h) = pLPn(h)dCroo¡ (5)

where AP is calculated using Equation I with llt set equal

to h. The incremental flow coefficient of the roof surface'

dCroof can be exPressed as

dc,ooi = l'"-:{ ao (6)
ttp ttê

where

Ho
H"

: height of the roof peak above grade,

: height of eaves above grade.

1.2

-t''-

-,,-l ' ) ,-L---.

30 (r() 9() I20

ì0

(S

6

(\A

20

0

C¡

ni

uniformly over theroofsurfaces, and the flowthrough each

surface is found by integrating the pressure difference over

the height of that surface. Since different densities are

applied to inflows and outflows, these must be calculated

separately. The boundary between inflows and outflows is

the height at which the attic Pressure and outdoor pressure

are equal. The height of this boundary above grade is the

neutral height, I{r¿, which can be expressed as

u - 
(Mø * AP*cPsz) (4),,NL-T

The expression for dCroo1follows from the assumption of

uniform distribution of iåt"ge areå over the roof surface'

The mass flow rate for a particular roof surface is found by

integrating Equation 5. However, the limits of integration

depJnd oo tnã neutral height. The first case is when the

attic temperature is greater than the outdoor temperature' If
the neutial height lies between Ho arrd Hr, the mass flows

in and out are

,r,, = 
e*c"./u.i=l-, (74)

(Hp-H)Afi*l

where AP1 and AP2are calculated using Equation 1 with II¡

set equal to Ho and H", respectively; if the entire roof

.rr.face is abole the nõutral height, then mass flow out

across the surface is

and

ñout =
olCroorÃPl*r

(HP-H")^t';.

ñort =
olc-ofl¡Pl'l -API''

(Hp-H)^t'P*

if the entire roof surface is below the neutral height, the

mass flow in across the surface is

p -cn,olwl*1-¿¡l*l)

(7b)

(8))

(e)ñin =
(He-H)^fi

ñou¡ = PlCroo¡ LPn

fh¡n = P6C¡soÍ APn

AP<O
AP>O

The second case is when the attic temperature is less

than the outdoor temPersh¡re. If the neutral height lies

between I/- and H,, then AP2 is replaced by -AP1 in
Equation 7å and af, is replaced by -ÃPzin Equetion 7b;

if ihe entire surface is above the neutral level, the mass
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the

,i:
mass flow of air out of the attic is given by Equation 8,

with the same pressure difference Þrm multipliedby -1'
For intentional openings whose height above grade, II¡,

is known, the pressure difference is given by Equation 1'

The mass flow of air through these leakage sites is then

n, = oc,(fur)3n¡-2*ni (10)

where

Trrf : 527 -6'7 if T is degrees Rankine,

fn¡ : 293.15 if l is degrees Kelvin'

The air density and temperature are evaluated at the

ambient or attic conditions, depending on whether the flow

is into or out of the attic. Th" Cl and n, are the leakagè

characteristics of the vent at 68'F (20'C), and tho tempera-

ture ratio term in Equation 10 is a correction factor to

account for the variation of air density and viscosity with

temperature.

Model Galar¡l¡tton Prrocedure

For given ambient temperature, wind speed, and

direction, the m¡ss flow rates through each surface of the

auið envelope ere formulated according to the procedures

spt out in the previous section. The only unknown in thqse

equations is ÄP-, An iterative procedure is used to solve

for this pressure äifference by initially assigning a value of
zero. Msss flow ¡ates for all zurfaces of the attic envelope

a¡e celculated; if the sum of the inflows does not equal the

zum of the outflows, then a new value is selected using a

is the fi¡al zum of the inflows (which is equal to the sum of
outflows).

raised 2.5 ft (0.67 m) to allow for added ceiling insulation'

The total onclosed attic volume is estimated to be 2, 154 fü
(61 m3). The two houses selected (houses 5 and 6) are the

last two bouses on the east end of the row, and the leakage

distribution in eacb attic was conñgured differently' The

two leakage configurations tested were I "tight" construc-

tion with no vent openings and a "loose" construction with

sofñts and roof vents. Attic 5 was selected as the tight attic

with no intentional vents; the only leakage area was the

background leakage of the roof sheathing and gable ends'

Attic6 was fitted with soffitvents along the north and south

eaves and two flush-mounted attic vents, one on the south-

on the north section. A Phoûo-
shown in Figure 4. For attic 6,

on "false" eaves that were

aligned with the floor of tbe attic; this was done to have lhe

soffrt teat<age area i¡ a location that was representative of
conventional residential construction. The leakage charac-

teristics of e¡ch attic were measured by a two-zone blower

test. The interior of the attic was depressurized, while the

pressure difference between the house and attic was

maintained at zero by a second blower connecting the

inærior with the outdoors' Thus, the measured leakage area

represents the total attic envelope leakage area excluding the

""ìtiog. 
The results of these leakage þsts are given in Table

2. Ireakage tests on attic 6 were carried out with the two

roof vents closed but sofñts left open. For the ventilation

model, these me¿.sured leakage characteristics were taken ûo

be that corresponding to the background leakage of e¿ch

attic. For attic 6, each roof vent had a gross ares of 55'8

in.2 (0.036 m2¡ 
"nd 

was located 14.8 ft (4.5 m) above

grade. Attic ventilation rates were measured using a

çe¡ston¡-çegsentration trsc€r gas technique. Deøils of the

measurement system and dsta analysis will not be discussed

here but are given in a report by Forest et al. (1991)'

Atttc Ventlt¡tlon R¡ter

The measured ventilation rates in attics 5 and 6 are

shown in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively, as a function of

COMPAR¡SON OF }¡EASUREI)
A}fI' PREDISTEI' ATTIC
VEXìITII.A,TIOX RATES

The ventilation ratqs in two separately configured attics

ere currently being messured over a two-year span that

started in December 1990. Measurements were performed

in two unoccupied houses at a research facility located near

Edmonton, Alberts, Caoada; details of the test facility are

described by Gilpin et al. (1980). The houses selected are

two of six identical houses arranged in an east-west row;
each houso is a single-story construction with full basement
snd hÀq plan measurements of 22 ftby 24 ft (6.7 m by 7.3
m). The roof design has gable e.nds with a full-length ridge
oriented along the east-west direction. The roof pitch is 3

to I (with a : 18.4o), and the heels of the roof trusses are

Photograph ofhouses 5 (on right) atd 6 (on

lef-t) at AHHRF. Note the false eaves iust
abow the center window of howe 6.
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TABLE 2

Attic Leakage Characteristics

of Attics 5 and 6 from Depressurization Tests

Q = C(aP)tr

l' Measured with anic roof vents closed but soffrts left open'

Note: "WC = inches of water column'

=U

f-

7-o
tr
J
Fz
flj

1

(r

5

4

3

E ""

0 ]2)
0-2 4 6 s l() ll l4 .l 6

wind speed. These data were selected from the time period

betweenMarchlandOctober3l,lggl,andencompassall
winddirections;totalsof3,758and3,5?2hourlyaveraged
a^t poirrt" are included in Figures 5a and 5b' respectively'

Note tfrat ventilation rates in attic 5 are much less than i¡
attic 6 and reflect the difference in leakage areas of the two

attics, attic 5 having approximately one-third the leakage

areaofattic6.Thedatasetforattic6(Figure5b)extends
up to a maximum everege wind speed of approximaæly 11

mph (5 m/s) as 
"o-p"r"d 

to 18 mph (8 m/s) for attic 5' At

these'high wind speeds, the ventilation raþ in attic 6

"ppro""h-", 
20 (ach), which has been determined to be the

upper limit of tbe tracer gas system used in this study'

Both sets of data show a general increase in ventilation

rate with wind speed, although there is considerable scåtter

in these data. A large part of this scatt€r is due to changing

wind direction, which alters both the shelter and pressure

coefficients of the attics. Both attics are essentially unshel-

tered for winds from the north or south and would therefore

h"u. l"rg" ventilation rates, while strong shelter occurs for

east andïest winds, thus producing lower ventilation rates'

Ao "*"-pl" 
of this is shown in Figures 6a and 6b' where

attic 5 ventilation rates are shown as a function of wind

spee<l for north and west winds' Each data set only includes

win¿ ¿irections j22'5" about the nominal direction' For

west winds, the ventilation rates are noticeably less than for

north winds. The ventilation measurements also showed that

attic ventilation rates are not dependent on attic-outdoor

temperature differences unless the wind speed is very low;

thus, the model predictions, discussed below' are only

compared to measured data in terms of wind speed and

direction.
Model predictions were made for ventilation rates in

both attics. ln order to make thase predictions' certain

assumptions were made regarding leakage distribution over

the att'ic envelope' In most house constnrction' there will be

certainareaswheretheunintentionalleakageareais
concentrated. Such areås are the eaves where the sloped

úr'rrìÌìr'lrrf lnr

Bfru

P

2

0

Figure 5a
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Measured hourly øveraged ventiløtion rqte

(ach) vs. wind speed for attic 5' Dan set

contains 3,758 data Points'
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Measured hourly averaged ventilation rates

(ach) vs. wind speed for attic 6' Ds¡a set

contains 3,522 data Points-
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Atric Flow coefficient, C Flow
Exponent,

n

Leakage Area, A¡,
at 0.016'WC (4 Pa)

ln.- m
)

tÉlmiry'("wc)" m3/s (Pa)n

5 4.638x103 4.416xÍO'2 0.701 70.6 4.557x10-2

61 9.955xi03 1.740x 10-1 0.s97 239.1 l.542xIO-r

Figure 5b
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TABLE 3

Assumed Distribution of Background Leakage Area

and Pertinent Dimensions of Attics 5 and 6

Vents on roof surface 2

I'Refer to Figure 1 - roof surface reference numbers'

¡oof sections atüach to the vertical walls; another is the joint

between the gable walls and the sloped roof sections' Since

the blower tests only gave the toøl leakage area' a reåson-

able distribution for these unintentional leaks was assumed,

and a summary of the leakage distribution and pertinent

dimensions of each attic is presented in Table 3' The C and

¡ values for each attic were taken from Table 2' For attic

B
a,d3

."48"

Surface or Point on Attic
Envelopel

Attic 5 Attic 6

7o height
above grade,

ft (m)

Vo

(or a¡ea in
bold)

height
above grade

ft (m)

Eaves on roof surface 1 25 e.8 (3) 45 e.8 (3)

Eaves on roof surface 2 25 e.8 (3) 45 9.8 (3)

Gable - surface 3 5 13.1_(4) 0

Gable - surface 4 5 13.1 (4) 0

Roof surface I 20 distributed 5 disributed

Roof surface 2 20 distibuted 5 distibuted

Roof peak 16.4 (5) 16.4 (s)

Vents on roof surface I none 55.8 in.2
(0.0¡6 m2)

i4.8 (4.5)

none 55.8 in.2
(0.0¡6 m2)

14.8 (4.5)
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model predictions are in reasonable agreement with mea-

sure<l values, although there seems to be some tendency for
the model ûo underpredict the data' This could be due !o the

pressure coefficients that were used as input. Undoubtedly'

the model could be run with the pressure coefficients

adjusted slightly to better fit the data; however, this was not

¡lone. Model refinement can only occur when more deLailed

measurements of roof pressure coefficients become avail-

able in the literature.
A more stringent test of the model is a comparison

between the predicted and measured dependence of ven-

tilation rates on wind direction. This comparison is shown

in Figures 8a and 8b for attics 5 and 6, respectively. The
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Figure 7b Comparison of prediaed and measured venti-

lation rates in attic 6 vs- wirù speed'

! øverøge atú one standard deviation in each

2.25-mph (l'm/s) increment of wind speed'

- 

model predictions.

and 5b, have been averaged over each 2.25 mph (l m/s)

increment in wind speed; this average and error bars

corresponding to one standard deviation are shown by the

sqr¡are symbols, while tbe predicted rates are shown by the

solid line. Model predictions were mâde using the measured

wind speed, wind direction, and ambient air temperature for
each hour. The other input was the attic air temperature,

which, of course, depends on the attic ventilation rate. For

this portion of the study, the measured attic air temperature

was used as input to the ventilation model. Fuhrre work will
combine the ventilation model with a thermal model of the

attic to predict both attic temperature and ventilation rate'

The hour-by-hour predictions of ventilation rate resulted in

a scattered data set, and these data were averaged to obtain

thc predicte<l average value. For both attics 5 and 6, the
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measured data have been averaged for each 22'5" increment

in wind angle. In order to highlight the effect of wind

direction onlentilation rates, the data have been normalized

by the average ventilation rate for south winds (0 : 180")'

In addition, to remove some of the scatter in this dat'a set,

each data point was divided by the reference (eave height)

particularly when moving from the unsheltered directions,

north (O') and south (180'), to the sheltered directions, east

(90") and west (270"). In attic 5, there is almost a 4O%

à""r.t"" in the averagê ventilation rate from the unsheltered

to the sheltered directions; furthermore, this decrease is

approximately the same for both the east and west direc-

tions since attic 5 is sheltered from east and wesi winds by

identical houses on either side' In attic 6, the decrease in

ventilation rate for west winds is approximat'ely 55% from

the unsheltered directions, while the decreese is approxi-

mately 4O% fo¡ esst winds. Unlike attic 5, sttic 6 is

sheltered from west winds by an identic¡l house (house 5)'

but.for east winds, the only shelÞr is a rectangular vertic¿l

wáll'tb¿t is 12.1 ft (3.7 m) high, the same width as the

houses, and locsted 8.5 ft (2.6 m) away from the end of the

house. This structure does not provide the s¿me type of
shelter gs does a neighboring house. The predicted ven-

tilation rates are shown by the solid line.s in Figures 8a and

8b and show ressonsble agreement with the measured deta'

In particular, the model is able to predict with reasonable

sc{;-uracy the variation of ventilation rate with wind angle,

although the magninrde of the decrease for the sbeltered

directions is somewhat larger than the measured data'

Again, this may reflect the values of pressure coefficients

and/or leakage distribution that are used, and slight varia-

tions in these values may improve the predictions.

A detailed analysis of the percent difference between

the predicted and measured ventilationrat€s was carried out
for all wind directions together and for each of the principal
wind directions separaûely. The results of this analysis are

presented in Table 4. These results cleaily show that the

model underpredicts the ventilation rates for east-west

winds where the attics are sheltered and tends to overpredict
(except for nortb winds on attic 6) for north-south winds
where the attics are unsheltered. As mentioned previously,
the poorer predictions for sheltere¡ì di, ctions may be due
to ¡ combination of the values o' ¡,Icssure coefficients used

and c¡lculation of the shelter factors using the wind-shadow
Þchnique. If all wind directions are used to calculate the
overall percent error, the results show sm¡ller errors of
-9.3% for attic 5 and +4.370 for attic 6. It should be
noted that these results are somewhat dependent on the
assuned attic leakage distribution.

SI'MMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A new attic ventilation model has been developed based

on balanci-ng the mass flow rate of air into the attic with

mass flow ieaving the attic. The mass flow rates of air
attic enveloPe and

iïî#",-J:î;i
shelþr has been incorporated using a simple wind-shadow

technique. The unknown reference Pressure difference'

aPrno ìs calculated iteratively from a mass balance on the

attic envelope.
Field measurements of ventilation rates in two separate

attics have been taken since December 1990' The attics

were identical in construction, except that one had no soffits

or attic vents, while the other had soffit vents and two

flush-mounted roof vents. A comparison of the measured

and predi the model

was able bserved in

the data. sPeed and

the strong dependence of ventilation rate on wind direction;

there wÃ e dear decreese in measured and predicted

ventilation rates for wind directions in which the attics were
Based on the

'ì'l'ïrTJf'J:

attic space. This will allow the thermal and moisture

performance of an attic to be modeled over a winter heating

seagon.
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Wind Direction
1 Attic 5

Vo

Attic 6

7o

-14.r+2.2North

South
+14.2 +18.9

East -25.8 -21.r

West -28.8 -t7 1

All directions -9.3
+4.3
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